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Richard Wilkinson shows that good history is never dull. 

‘Your problem, Hugh, is that you ignore the documents.’ 

‘Your problem, Taylor, is that you ignore the facts.’ 

 As Oxford’s two finest historians locked horns in the full glare of the TV spotlights, their compère 

Robert Kee nervously tried to prevent a physical punch-up. While, however, Taylor and Trevor-Roper 

disagreed about the merits of the recently published The Origins of the Second World War (‘Why has 

Mr. Taylor written such a bad book?’, Trevor-Roper had wondered in his Encounter review), they 

implicitly agreed that the truth matters above all, that indeed truth is the only real priority for the 

good historian. 

 One can go further and argue that Taylor and Trevor-Roper together identified the two methods of 

establishing truth. A.J.P. Taylor’s method when writing his marvellously provocative and wrong-

headed book was to ferret out the documents and follow them where they led – or so he claimed. 

So far as Trevor-Roper was concerned, when Taylor argued that Chamberlain and not Hitler caused 

the Second World War, he was perversely ignoring the relevant, clearly established and blindingly 

obvious facts. So perhaps the good historian’s job is to establish the relationship between 

documents and facts, and thus arrive at the truth. 

  

The Documents 

 The better the historian, the greater the reliance on the best available evidence. I once challenged 

C.V. Wedgwood on her claim that Bolton was sacked ‘in steady, drenching rain’ (The King’s War, p 

322) as I could find no contemporary reference to the weather. Had she assumed that it always rains 

in Bolton? After some delay she replied that ‘to her intense relief’ she had tracked down an obscure 

Royalist diary which noted that ‘the raine was soe immoderate’. That is how a good historian works. 

Immersed in the voluminous correspondence of administrators of seventeenth-century France, 

Roger Mettam and others have demolished the old-fashioned picture of Louis XIV’s absolutism. 

Again, ask whither the contemporary evidence leads. 

 Or again, to revert to Taylor, on p 274 of his Origins of the Second World War, he dismisses the 

allegation that von Ribbentrop deliberately gabbled the terms of Hitler’s spurious peace offer so that 

Henderson, the British ambassador, could not grasp them. As Henderson died of cancer in 1943 and 

Ribbentrop was hanged in 1946, I was intrigued as to how Taylor, writing in 1961, could be so sure. 

So I wrote to Taylor about this puzzle, also inviting him to address my history society in Newcastle. I 

received the following masterpiece of Taylorian prose: ‘Henderson only put the story of Ribbentrop 

gabbling in his book. He did not mention it at the time. So do myths grow. Shan’t come to Newcastle. 

Too far.’ Whether you are convinced by Taylor or not, note the historian’s use and evaluation of the 

evidence. Of course the most impressive evidence of all is gleaned while history is actually 
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happening – for example, Rajiv Chandrasekaran’s indictment of American mismanagement in Iraq 

which he personally witnessed (Imperial Life in the Emerald City.) 

  

What Is Truth? 

The problem is the nature of truth. Even for today’s Christians who claim to be supremely devoted 

to the Truth Made Man, there is now a fifth Gospel: Matthew, Mark, Luke and John have been 

joined by Jeffrey Archer, inspired by Judas. David Irving, who is no frivolous dabbler but a supremely 

well-informed student of Nazism, has gone to prison for his version of the truth. And right-wing 

nationalist Japanese educationalists are now celebrating the seventieth anniversary of the Rape of 

Nanking by denying that anything of the sort occurred. While their version of the truth is that the 

Rape was invented by Chinese communists, the American scholar Iris Chang found the truth about 

what really befell Nanking so distressing that she has recently taken her own life. Truth, it seems, is 

not only elusive but at times unbearably hurtful. It can also be in bad taste. Should the historian play 

to the gallery? I was blamed by a friend for devoting too much of my new biography of Louis XIV to 

his sex-life. ‘You demean yourself’, was the criticism. My retort is that it was Louis XIV who 

demeaned himself, I just tell it how it was. 

 The problem is bias. Maybe I want to knock the Sun King off his perch. You do not have to scratch 

David Irving very hard to see where he is coming from, while his Japanese allies forthrightly declare 

that ‘to clarify the truth of our history is to recover our national honour which we need so that the 

Japanese can be proud of themselves in years to come’. No doubt Jeffrey Archer is primarily 

interested in his thirty pieces of silver, but Iris Chang, as a woman of Chinese descent, was deeply 

and genuinely involved. Bias may well take the form of nationalist history, ‘lies about crimes’. But it 

may well be based on authentic love or loathing. A.J.P. Taylor hated Tories even more than he hated 

Germans, unlike Trevor-Roper who was made Regius Professor by Conservative Prime Minister 

Harold Macmillan. G.M. Trevelyan wrote his three-volume biography of Garibaldi because he 

admired the Italians, so tragically betrayed by Mussolini: ‘On these tours [of Italy] I got to love the 

unadulterated Italian people of all time, a lovable folk whom that wretch tried to drill and bully into 

second-rate Germans – and failed.’ Herbert Butterfield’s Whig Interpretation of History highlighted 

Trevelyan’s bias in favour of English heroes too – Cromwell (‘Oliver’, as Trevelyan frequently called 

him) William III (‘William the Deliverer’), and Trevelyan’s Northumberland neighbour Sir Edward 

Grey, a true English gentleman who, according to the journalist Paul Johnson, sent more Englishmen 

to their deaths than anyone else in history. With his Marxist bias Christopher Hill pointed out that 

when the Whigs such as Ogg and Trevelyan talked about ‘liberty’, what they really meant was 

‘privilege’. Come in the Levellers who really appreciated the meaning of liberty! 

  

Highest Common Factor 

Now all this prompts a question. What have Taylor, Trevelyan, Irving, Chan and Hill got in common? I 

will tell you. They write well. One could actually argue that a good historian should be biased, simply 

because one writes better from the heart. Sure, the head has to be employed too, otherwise 

nonsense is the result. But we all need to care if we are to avoid the stupefying boredom of what a 
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New Statesman reviewer called ‘phuddery.’ No doubt someone researching a Ph.D. might argue that 

it does not matter if the eventual product is virtually unreadable, except by a tiny number of 

specialists. But this ought to be a real problem for even the most academic historians. Do you 

remember Kingsley Amis’ Jim Dixon becoming fed up with ‘the price of bloody cows in the reign of 

Edward III’? If the good historian believes in what he is doing, he should want to communicate, in 

other words demonstrate that ‘the price of bloody cows’ mattered. It is not simply a question of 

money. Dr Johnson’s adage that only a blockhead does not write for money may be too cynical, like 

the publisher who told me that if you want your book to sell, put a swastika on the cover. But we 

historians do need to ask ourselves the question, do we want to be read or not? 

 Maybe the road to salvation for the good historian lies in actually having something to say, for this is 

bound to attract readers. The more arresting the message, the better. Take for instance Daniel 

Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners which argued that the Germans implicated in the Final 

Solution included respectable civil servants, professional soldiers, civilian police as well as the Nazi 

Party and the SS. The book naturally created a storm of indignation in Germany and elsewhere. But 

it is certainly, as they say, a good read. Similarly provocative was John Cornwell’s Hitler’s Pope which 

angered Catholics by demonstrating Pius XII’s collusion with Nazism. A more acceptable work for 

Catholics is Eamon Duffey’s marvellously persuasive The Stripping of the Altars which depicts a vast, 

popular loyalty to Catholicism during England’s Protestant Reformation. Biography is important in 

this context. Miranda Carter wrote her fascinating Anthony Blunt: His Lives to prove that his treason 

can be explained if not excused by the persecution of homosexuality in a Britain which still 

pronounced it illegal. Or take Clive Ponting’s mugging job on Churchill – great fun if slightly 

questionable. Less controversial but equally stimulating is Robert Pearce’s Attlee who made Britain a 

happier and a fairer place. My point is that these books may or may not convince the specialist, but 

they are enjoyable to read. 

Clio, the muse of History, was frequently depicted brandishing a trumpet. Only too often her 

trumpet is muted and sounds uncertainly: ’tis a pity she’s a bore. But it does not have to be like this. 

The good historian recognises the necessity of grabbing the reader by the lapels. Indeed I shall never 

forget a potentially lonely and depressing railway journey on a dark, dank March evening from 

Ripon, where my wife was staying with her parents, to Newcastle, where I worked. Because I had a 

new book with me, the miles flew past so that we seemed to arrive at Newcastle Central only a few 

minutes after leaving Yorkshire. The book? Taylor’s The Origins of the Second World War. 

  

This Means You 

Everything which I have argued applies to exam candidates as well as to professional historians. 

Remember that the examiner is human. She/he can be bored, annoyed, outraged by wilful stupidity 

or complacent ignorance – or stimulated, enlightened and entertained. The trick is to achieve the 

skills of a good journalist writing the sort of article that you don’t get bored with after one and a half 

paragraphs. Essays written in exam conditions pose a particular problem in that the candidate may 

not have time for stylistic niceties. Fair enough, but clarity can still be achieved by thinking before 

you write. Nothing infuriates the examiner more than a muddled essay which has not been properly 

thought out and which does not answer the question. 
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As for course work, consult the web and your local library’s computerised list of available sources for 

the best secondary authorities. And if you can discover a little known or underused primary source, 

obviously that is sheer gold. I remember marking coursework on the opposition to the Suffragettes, 

written by a sixth-form girl. She tracked down a contemporary paper by a distinguished medic who 

maintained that women having a period could not think straight and that therefore at any one time 

at least a million women were incapable of voting responsibly. Unbelievable! Or there was the sixth-

form boy who used our old-school tie to track down General Sir Charles Keightley, the GOC of the 

Suez fiasco, who blamed it all on Colonel Nasser. And why not, indeed? Great stuff! 

  

Richard Wilkinson is a freelance historian. 


